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A German success story
In 1889, Frank Ritter succeeds in developing and manu-

To this day, the precision-manufactured dental units of

As a market leader in the development and manufac-

facturing a completely new type of two-telescope treat-

the RITTER brand stand for the highest quality, function-

ture of innovative dental units and medical products,

ment chair for dentists, for which he receives the gold me-

ality and top design. They serve any desired practice con-

the RITTER brand is the godfather of customized indi-

dal at the World‘s Fair in Chicago four years later. However,

cept, can be conveniently with other instruments and

vidual solutions at the highest level. Anyone who

RITTER achieves the worldwide breakthrough in 1917 with

dental equipment and provide both in the low-budget

wants to experience the innovative power of the fami-

a black, artistically crafted barber‘s chair that combines all

and in the high-end sector - for excellent patient care and

ly-owned company, which has been going on for de-

the individual mechanical and electrical devices and in-

an efficient workflow.

cades, and who wants to get involved in the fascinating

struments into a “compact workstation“.

RITTER PRODUCT WORLD is cordially invited to the
showrooms in Biberach, Munich, Hamburg, Cologne
and Kolbingen/Black Forest.
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as possible. The well-being of people
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RITTER with passion
In 1887, Frank Ritter laid the foundation for a dental company in Rochester, New York,
which today is a world leader in the fields of dental implants and treatment units. The
company comprises three divisions: RITTER CONCEPT, RITTER IMPLANTS and RITTER
HEALTH.
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RITTER CONCEPT – Dental units and accessories

RITTER Implants – Dental implants

The design of the RITTER CONCEPT dental units is geared towards pure practical use and

The „Made in Germany“ seal of quality also applies to the high-quality dental implants

maximum efficiency and ensures outstanding functionality. Another advantage is that

which have been manufactured by RITTER IMPLANTS since 2010 using state-of-the-art

the products are compatible with instruments and dental units of other brands. The pro-

CNC technology. A high level of innovation, design and processing quality is ensured by

duction facility of the RITTER CONCEPT dental units is located in Biberach an der Riß, in

RITTER IMPLANTS ensures a high level of innovation, design and processing quality through

Germany.

cooperation with universities and renowned manufacturers in the dental industry.

Der

ProphylaxeWorkflow
für Ihre Praxis

Erstklassig.
Exzellent.
Eben Acteon!

by Acteon

Die einzigartige Lösung
für alle Anwendungen in der
Prophylaxe.

RITTER HEALTH – Mouth masks and hygiene products
RITTER HEALTH has been selling mouth masks and hygiene products since 2020. More
than 130 years of experience in the development and production of high-quality dental

Der Prophylaxe-Workflow von
ACTEON® bietet Zahnärzten eine
Komplettlösung für jeden Schritt
des Patientenmanagements,
verbessert die Versorgung und
dient allen Anforderungen von
Arzt und Patient.

products ensure that the protective equipment from RITTER HEALTH enjoy a high level
of trust in terms of quality and requirements.

DIAGNOSE
Medizinische Geräte, nur für den professionellen Einsatz.

ACTEON® Germany GmbH
Klaus-Bungert-Strasse 5 40468 Düsseldorf
www.acteongroup.com

BEHANDLUNG

NACHKONTROLLE

SCHUTZ

Pole Position
RITTER treatment units increase comfort for doctor and
patient, guarantee optimal freedom of movement, facilitate any treatment, promote a good posture and bring maximum performance.
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SIMPLIFYING DENTAL MOTION

Leistungsstarke
dynamische Instrumente

• Quality. Aesthetics. Precision.
Made in Germany

• Independent programming
Chair positions, speeds
and speeds of motors,

• Professional elegance

turbines and ZEG

Handmade from pure metal
and polyester with high-quality
gelcoat coating

• Collaborative work
Up to four different user levels
simultaneously adjustable

•	Easy handling
Innovative instrument control
with graphic display

• Comfortable operation
Sophisticated 4-pedal foot control
with control of all

• Large selection
Numerous user settings
and memory functions

T e K n e D e n t a l s.r.l.

Via del Pescinale, 77 • 50041 Calenzano (FI) • Italy
web: www.teknedental.com • mail: info@ teknedental.com
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RITTER Contact World

RITTER Contact Lite Comfort

The treatment unit for demanding dental treatments. A true design classic,

Designed for fast and effective cleaning. All critical areas and components are easy to

which offers complete flexibility and is designed down to the smallest detail.

reach and thoroughly disinfected. Surfaces are smooth, without corners and edges, and
can be removed in one easy step.

FIRST CLASS Contact World

Contact Lite Comfort

Timeless design, maximum lying comfort

Efficiency in function and aesthetics

• extra class seating comfort

• functional design

• separate control of backrest and seat

• high lying comfort

• optional right swivel armrest

• backrest and seat move synchronized

• variable headrest with ViscoSoft upholstery

• safe working

• multifunctional display with flexible control via foot pedal

• multifunctional display

• integrated instrument flush

• integrated instrument flushing
• intraoral camera
• double-articulated headrest
• hygienic surfaces
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RITTER R400
The Ritter R400 combines efficiency and user-friendliness individuality and
aesthetics. The optimal unit for prophylaxis and the compact
the compact favorite for every modern practice.

Die leichte Einfachheit – R400
Shapely and ergonomic
• perfect for small clinic rooms

RITTER – The Dental Experts

• noble glass elements

Every person has his

• quick and easy positioning

favorite color - we have them all.

• optimal for children and elderly patients
• movable double-articulated headrest

Action radius
With its small action radius the slim
dental unit adapts to any room situation.
The workspace luminairesare available
as ceiling or unit models.
Four versions
To provide optimum support for every user‘s working the Contact series is available in HC, H, S
and Cart versions: with swinging hoses hanging
hoses with or without cart head, swing bracket
system or as stand-alone.
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RITTER Blue Line – Prophylaxis with a difference
Economical and user-friendly. Aesthetic and individual. Stable and good-looking.
Handwork of the highest quality has three names at RITTER: Ruby, Larry and Twiggy.

RUBY. SIMPLE SMART.

LARRY. SIMPLY PRACTICAL.

TWIGGY. SIMPLY INTELLIGENT.

The patient chair that optimally fulfills all requirements. It

The patient chair for right- and left-handers. The left and

The patient chair with ergonomic chair height.nTwiggy is

is simply well thought-out, practical and reliable. The

right swiveling unit can be very easy be repositioned. The

particularly ergonomic and efficient for daily use. The

small, compact unit is so versatile that it fully meets all

patient chair is synchronized and available as an electric

patient chair is synchronized, an ergonomic chair height

dental needs.

version. The 30° chair movement guarantees easy access.

guarantees easy access. The water unit has an independent
clean water system.

TW CAM 4K
VON ZAHNÄRZTEN FÜ R ZAHN ÄRZTE ENTW ORFEN

EINGEBAUTE
VIDEOKAMERA 4K
VIER
FA R BT E M P E RAT U R E N
MAXIMALE
WA H R N E H M U N G S T R E U E
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EMONS AIR & SEA
Unsere Leistungen:
• Weltweites Netzwerk mit eigenen Gesellschaften in USA/Dubai/China/Taiwan/Deutschland
• Preferred Carrier und Door-to-door-Services
• Luftfracht-Vollcharter bei Bedarf
• Zoll-Service und Zollberatung
• Road Feeder Service und Container Trucking
• Internationale Messelogistik bis auf den Stand
• Projekttransporte – Oversized
• DGR-Transporte

E-Mail air-sea@emons.com
DEC186323_Emons_Air_&_Sea_GmbH_297x102.indd 1

24-01-2022 11:42:58

• PKW/LKW-LACKIERUNGEN
• INDUSTRIELACKIERUNGEN
• SONDERLACKIERUNGEN

Marc Kolesch Lackierungen
Steigmühlstraße 35, 88400 Biberach
Fon 07351 72449
Email mail@kolesch.com
www.kolesch.com
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Simple. Natural. Sophisticated.
The RITTER Implant System.
RITTER IMPLANTS offers the right line of implants and prosthetic components for

A RITTER implant - definitely more quality of life!

every working method. RITTER implants are made of a titanium 5 alloy (Ti6AL-

State-of-the-art CNC machines and manual finishing ensure the highest quality

4VELI: 90% titanium, 6% aluminum, 4% vanadium) and undergo a very special

and precision. Optimal force transmission into the bone through the biomechanical

sandblasting and etching process (SB/LA).

implant design and the high-quality titanium 5 alloy simultaneously increases stability and prolongs the life of the implant.

This innovative SB/LA surface technology creates unique surfaces that allow
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strong absorption of plasma proteins and blood into the micropores of the implant

The RITTER Implantsystem includes a wide range of titanium, zirconium or Peek

immediately after insertion. Material and behavior are always controlled and

abutments. Ritter focuses on their functionality as much as on the quality and puri-

tested for absolute safety.

ty of the components.

The RITTER Implant production
is sustainable and CO2 neutral.

In order to leave a world worth living in for future generations RITTER is committed to sustainability and plants at
least one and plants at least one tree for every implant
user. one tree for each implant user. They receive their individual tree certificate certificate with the exact geographical position of their tree.

Experten für
Oberﬂächenveredelung
und Ultraschallreinigung

Perfekte Oberﬂächen für Medizinprodukte
www.kks-surfacetreatment.com
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HIPP Anzeige
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RITTER
Spare parts
To ensure that every treatment is carried out professionally we not only provide you with our highquality equipment, but also with the spare parts
that are matched to the RITTER dental units.
Our extensive range of special equipment and accessories enables us to react flexibly to our customers‘ wishes and to be able to supply spare parts –
long-term basis and worldwide.
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Ritter Concept GmbH
Freiburger Straße 45
88400 Biberach an der Riß

4310 West Avenue,
San Antonio, TX 78213 USA
Fon: 1-855-807-8111
info@ritterdentalusa.com
www.ritterdentalusa.com

Tel: +49 (0) 7351 52 925 – 10

Ritter Implants GmbH & Co.KG

info@ritterconcept.com

Freiburger Str. 45

www.ritterconcept.com

88400 Biberach an der Riß
Tel: +49 (0) 7351 52 925-10
info@ritterimplants.de
www.ritterimplants.de

• 79865 • www.jsdeutschland.de

Ritter Dental USA

